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Abstract
Six solar-powered air-conditioners, based on four principles (LiBr + H2O liquid sorption,
silicagel + water solid sorption, BaCl2 + NH3 thermochemical reaction, and desiccant + humid air
open cycles) have been operated in five places (from the low-altitude Alps to a tropical island
including Mediterranean Sea shore). A common experimentation procedure was applied over months,
except for some cases, and during several years. Data were recorded, gathered, and analyzed similarly
for the six units. Is established a sound framework based on relevant quantities, some non-dimensional
and others dimensional but referred to relevant scales, with the purpose that direct comparison of
results is sensible. Similarly, are defined the sub-units to be considered for further analysis. This
framework is applied to (i) data averaged over long periods, and (ii) data obtained on one single day
with given insolation. Comprehension obtained from comparison in that framework gives access to
notions as different as (i) fundamental differences between systems, (ii) aging of components, and (iii)
non-linearity of the basic operation of such solar-powered units. The theoretical analysis of this nonlinearity is developed. The framework established in this article could thus be used for comparing
other solar-powered processes.
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Highlights


Comparative study of six units, in five places, with four sorption techniques.



Experimental seasonal solar COP for air-conditioning ranges from 0.08 to 0.20.



Liquid sorption seems to be more efficient than other principles.



Effective electricity consumption is severely affected by initial design choices.



Aging of solar collectors may also be a real issue.
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Nomenclature
Notations follow the usual conventions given in [1] except for these ones
Asc

total area of the solar collectors [m2]

Subscripts

cw

specific

1d

one-day

[l.kWhcold-1]

ac

air-conditioning

Nd total number of days of the operation
period

d

dissipation

el

electrical

Greek symbols

h

heating



sf

solar field

Superscripts

sol

solar

*

w

water

consumption

collector efficiency

objective (demand)

of

water
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1

Introduction

Development of air-conditioning offers more and more comfort and safety to mankind.
However, the most widespread technology of commercial air-conditioners, electricitypowered compression cycles, must face a paradox: the more air-conditioners installed in a
city, the more heat is released to urban atmosphere, and the more ambient air temperature
increases. This phenomenon, called urban heat islands [2], makes air temperature of large
cities increase by as much as 10 K compared to countryside [3], with two negative
consequences. First, cooling load of buildings is almost doubled; second, performance
efficiency of air-conditioners is reduced by about one fourth. Both effects unfortunately add
to each other, so that the peak electricity demand for cooling purposes may be tripled [3]. This
vicious circle is a major concern, especially with respect to energy consumption and CO2
emissions. Part of the solution probably lies in heat-powered chillers, if powered by wasteheat or solar energy. Indeed, an air-conditioner that uses energy that would anyhow be
released to urban atmosphere, does not import any external energy into the global energy
balance of cities. Current heat-powered chillers are based on various principles [4, 5]:
 liquid sorption (typically LiBr+H2O), solid sorption (adsorption or thermochemical
reaction), or ejection: technology based on liquid sorption or on silica-gel is at commercial
stage of development, the other ones are still experimental;
 closed or open thermodynamic cycle: in the former, the unit exchanges only heat with its
surroundings, in the latter mass is also exchanged, most often humid air;
 continuous or discontinuous cycle: possibility of steady-state, or alternation of heating
and cooling periods.
There are good reasons for using solar radiation as power-energy of such air-conditioners
[6]. First, globally speaking, cooling demand and insolation are positively correlated in time
and intensity. Second, current commercial heat-powered air-conditioners need heat input at
80-90°C. This temperature level is rather well adapted to the common performance of flatplate -or evacuated tube- solar collectors, the cost of which is rather low compared to
concentrators. Lastly, installing solar collectors on the roof of a building forcedly reduces its
solar radiative gain and therefore tends by itself to slightly decrease the cooling demand of the
building. As a matter of fact, many solar-powered air-conditioners solar air-conditioning have
been tested around the world during the last years [7-16]. In addition, the components of those
installations have reached commercial stage of development, at least for some technologies.
Actually and when looking closely, one should not use the name air-conditioners for such
units. Indeed, solar energy is essentially unstable, a feature which prevents solar-powered
chillers to assign steady comfort conditions (e.g. 25°C) to indoor air. One should rather call
them chillers for refreshing indoor air. We nevertheless use the words air-conditioning for
the sake of convenience.
The above-cited articles show that feasibility of solar-powered air-conditioning no longer
needs to be proven. The current issue consists of comparing performance of the various
technologies under test here and there. Such a comparison can be sound only if the framework
is robust and accounts for the many characteristics of solar energy. Indeed, performance of
solar-powered systems depends on both the technology and the climate, especially insolation
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and outdoor temperature. More exactly, performance depends on how well the technology and
design are adapted to the local climate and to the cooling demand. Non-material features, such
as the monitoring procedure, might also be of importance. In addition, several criteria are
usually involved in the notion of performance: for instance energetic performance is evaluated
by at least two figures of merit, one for cold production, and one for electricity consumption;
other practical features hardly mentioned in the literature such as water consumption, areas,
volumes, or masses, could also be considered. Lastly, the answer to such a complex problem
is neither unique nor universal.
This article results from a long-term study cooperatively conducted by the authors with
that problematic in mind. In order to make comparison sensible, the authors (i) adopted a
common comparison framework, which included the experimental procedure, (ii) applied this
procedure for long enough periods (at least one air-conditioning season, several when
possible), (iii) interpreted their experimental data in the same terms, and (iv) gathered their
results for comparison. This study, called the ORASOL project [17, 18], was conducted over
four years. This article altogether presents the comparison framework (next section) and the
six units tested this way (section 3) before discussing the results of comparison (section 4) and
developing a comprehensive theory for non-linear effects (section 5).
2

The comparison framework

To the authors’ best knowledge, the literature on long-term evaluation of performance
and on performance comparison between solar-powered air-conditioners is scarce. The latter
topics is most often approached numerically [19-21]. Unfortunately, a numerical model, even
completed with exergy analysis like in [22], cannot reproduce the actual behavior of a unit
operated (i) in real insolation and outdoor temperature, (ii) in off-design conditions, and (iii)
with non-optimal control procedures. One must then rely on experimental data. The
University Carlos III Madrid published such data on an experiment with a LiBr+H2O unit [10,
11]. In the present article are compared the performances effectively measured on six solar
air-conditioners over whole seasons. Four working principles were tested: liquid sorption,
solid sorption with short cycles, thermochemical reaction with daily cycles, and desiccant
open cycles. The six units are operated in five places in France : Perpignan, Le Bourget du
Lac, Pau, La Rochelle, and Saint-Pierre-de-La-Réunion, see Fig. 1. As the framework
elaborated prior to the tests included guidelines for operation, performance comparison was
reasonably possible. To our knowledge such a comparative work has never been done before;
and we think that the comparison framework elaborated herein can be used by others in future
comparative studies.
2.1

Experimental procedure

The six units are respectively named Solaclim (in Perpignan), Solera (in Le Bourget du
Lac), Rafsol (in Saint-Pierre-de-La-Réunion), Aquisol (in Pau,) Desic (in La Rochelle) and
Climsol (in Perpignan). Their main technical characteristics are given in Table 1 and the units
are described in more details in Section 3. They were almost designed for the same purpose:
to refresh premises of professional use, e.g. classrooms or offices. The absence of cooling
demand after 6-7 pm or during the week-ends makes this application especially well-adapted
to solar energy. Four of the six units were effectively used for refreshing indoor air. The two
other ones (Desic and Aquisol) were operated with artificial cooling loads: a prescribed
sensible load was mimicked via electrical heaters. The notion of refreshment means that the
machines were not designed for insuring standard comfort conditions (e.g temperature below
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26°C, like with air-conditioning) in any case, but rather for maintaining indoor temperature at
5-8 °C below outdoor air. We can however report that standard comfort temperature was
experimentally achieved most of the time for three of the six units.
The experimental procedure required that no additional heat were added to the solar input
during the tests: the solar fraction (proportion of primary energy supplied by the solar
collectors) is therefore 100% for all units. The units were also to be run over whole airconditioning seasons. They were effectively operated from two to four months depending on
the location, except for Desic and Aquisol that could only be tested on short periods. Every
day of the operation period is considered in the forthcoming analysis, whatever the climatic
conditions -overcast or clear sky- whatever the cooling load -partial or total- and also
including days when the unit was stopped for maintenance or malfunction. Only the days
when the unit was stopped for purely experimental reasons (for instance changing a
thermocouple implemented for experiments only and useless otherwise), were withdrawn
from the statistics. All the energies presented in the following are thus obtained by integrating
the corresponding fluxes over every day of the so-defined period.
One unit (Rafsol) could be operated with that procedure for three years one after the
other, and three units (Climsol, Solaclim and Solera) for two years. The experimental
conditions recorded for each unit are given in Table 2, where each operation year is presented
separately when relevant. The number of operation days mainly depends on the climatic
conditions, but it can be mentioned that some units were operated more than required, for the
sake of experimentation. For each year, the reported insolation is the average over the whole
operation period. As expected, the scatter between places is strong. Note however that the
changes from one year to the next in the same place can be almost as significant. The ratio of
effective operation (last line of Table 2) gives the percentage of days where the unit was
actually operated, even if at partial load. This ratio shows how often maintenance and
malfunctions made the unit unavailable. This data would not make sense for the units that are
essentially experimental (Climsol) or when the operation period was too short (Aquisol and
Desic). As the group from University Carlos III Madrid Independently applied a comparable
procedure, their results are included into our comparison under the name UC3M (last column
of Table 2).
2.2

Performance data gathered for comparison

2.2.1

Choice of relevant figures of merit

The units to be compared herein differ by factors as large as 5.4 with respect to collector
area, 6.6 with respect to nominal cooling power of the chiller, and 1.3 (if not 1.6) with respect
to average daily insolation. It is thus important, but not straightforward, to define figures of
merit that (i) represent the different aspects of the efficiency of the units, (ii) can be compared
between tested units in a direct and correct manner, i.e. regardless of the effects due to climate
or size, and without unjustly favoring or penalizing any of the tested technologies, and (iii)
can be directly interpreted in terms of design or operation by an end-user who would plan to
install such a solar-powered air-conditioner.
For instance, cold production can be given in various terms:
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 nominal cooling rate [ Q ac , in kW], i.e. the heat flux transmitted to the chiller (or the cold
storage) by the cold distribution loop in nominal conditions (e.g. with an incident solar flux
of 1000 W.m-2);


cold production during one whole day [ Qac , in kWh];



daily cold production averaged over a given period [ Qac , in kWh per day, abbreviated as

kWhd in the following];


daily cold production per unit area of solar collectors [ qac  Qac / Asc , in kWhd.m-2];

 solar COP, which is the ratio of cold production and insolation. Like for cold production
itself, one may consider nominal solar COP (ratio of heat fluxes in nominal conditions), daily
solar COP (for one given day), or average solar COP (averaged over a given period).
Among all those quantities, the average solar COP is the least dependent on climate and
unit size; it is thus the most useful quantity from the end-user’s viewpoint. Indeed, if an end*
[in kWh per
user knows (i) the daily amount of cold he needs to produce in average, Qac
day], (ii) the average daily insolation during the air-conditioning season at the place where the
unit will be installed, qsol [in kWhd.m-2], and (iii) the average solar COP COPsol he can
expect from a given technology, then he can easily evaluate the area of solar collectors to be
*
*
installed, according to Asc
 Qac
(COPsol  qsol ) . The average solar COP is thus the first
figure of merit considered herein.
If the relation between insolation and cold production is important, electricity
consumption cannot be neglected. If sorption chillers are essentially heat-powered, some of
their components and auxiliary devices consume electricity. As solar air-conditioners are
usually designed for replacing compression air-conditioners and thus avoiding their electricity
consumption, it is important to quantify the actual electricity consumption of the solar units
and to finally compare it to what would have been consumed by a compression system. This
is why the whole electricity consumption of the tested units was monitored all along the
operation period, including the pumps for circulating the heat transfer fluids in the various
loops (solar field, cooling tower, etc.), as well as the fans (cooling tower), the chiller itself
(solution pump), the electronics, and all the components necessary for normal operation,
security and maintenance. The components related to the cold distribution loop (fan-coils) and
those installed for purely experimental purposes (mostly sensors and electronic devices) were
excluded from that monitoring. The most useful figure for the end-user to evaluate the
*
electricity consumption given an expected cold production Qac
, is the ratio of the two
quantities. We did not use the notion of electrical COP (cold production divided by electrical
consumption) because it raises a thermodynamic paradox in the present case. Indeed, any
COP, including the electrical COP, is bounded by the Carnot COP, i.e. the COP of the
reversible cycle operated between the same energy sources. However, there exist solarpowered refrigerators that do not consume electricity at all [23-25]. Such refrigerators would
then have an infinite electrical COP, which is in full contradiction with the Second Law. The
paradox disappears when considering the inverse quantity, i.e. electricity divided by cold; this
is our second figure of merit. To the authors’ knowledge, electricity consumption of solar-
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powered chillers has never been reported before in the literature although our study shows
that it is non-negligible. We therefore think that this data is mostly important.
Water consumption also is rarely associated to solar air-conditioners; it is never
mentioned in the literature although it may be mandatory depending on the technology. By
principle, the process and return air flows of desiccant cooling systems are cooled by
humidification, i.e. evaporation of liquid droplets into non-saturated air. Desiccant cooling
systems, for instance the Desic unit of this study, forcedly consume liquid water. Water may
also be consumed in another component, the cooling tower where heat is rejected to ambient
air. Indeed, with the technology of wet cooling-towers liquid water is evaporated into ambient
air in order to intensify the heat flux density on the heat exchanger and thus lower both
condenser and absorber temperatures. Like for the electricity consumption, water
consumption if referred to the unit of cold production; this is our third figure of merit [in liter
per kWh cold].
Those three figures describe the global performance of each unit and direct comparison
between them makes sense. However, in order to better interpret the differences between the
results, one has to analyze the different parts of the units. Good comprehension is obtained
when considering only two parts for each unit: (i) the solar field, which consists of all the
components which are up-hill the chiller (solar collectors, solar loop, hot storage …), (ii) the
chiller, a term which also encompasses all the components down-hill the chiller itself (cooling
tower, cold storage …) but not the loop for distributing cold. Analyzing these two systems
separately gives a better insight on the global performance. For instance, the average solar
COP is the product of the average efficiency of the solar field and of the COP of the chiller.

2.2.2 Global figures of merit
The data measured on the units are (i) the global (direct plus diffuse) insolation incident
on a plane parallel to the collectors, q sol (t ) [in kW.m-2], (ii) the heat flux effectively extracted
by the chiller from the cold distribution loop, Q (t ) [in kW]. For each day q (t ) is
ac

sol

integrated from sunrise to sunset and Q ac (t ) over the total operation period of the cold
distribution loop. These two integrals are respectively (i) the daily insolation qsol (n) [in
kWhd.m-2], and (ii) the daily cold production, namely: Q ( n) 
Q (t ).dt [in kWhd],
ac

day # n

ac

on the considered day #n. Then these two daily quantities are averaged over the Nd days of the
test period (as described in the experimental procedure, section 2.1); one obtains this way, (i)
the average daily insolation qsol [in kWhd.m-2], and (ii) the average daily cold production

Qac 

  n Qac (n)  / Nd [in kWhd].

At this point, relating qsol and Qac requires an area of solar collectors to be defined.
Among all the possibilities, the total aperture area of the solar collectors, denoted Asc, i.e. the
area where insolation can actually be converted into useful heat, is the notion the most
faithfully transposed from one technology to another. From now on, the size of the unit is
quantified by Asc. This reference leads to the specific average daily cold production (i.e. per
unit area collector, a precision omitted in the following): qac  Qac / Asc [in kWhd.m-2].
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The concept of solar COP (ratio of produced cold and incident insolation) can be applied
(i) at a given moment: COPsol (t )  qac (t ) / qsol (t ) , where qac (t )  Q ac (t ) / Asc ; (ii) at the day
#n: COPsol (n)  qac (n) / qsol (n) , where qac (n)  Qac ( n) / Asc ; or (iii) averagely on the
operation period:
COPsol  qac / qsol

(1)

The instantaneous COP, COPsol (t ) , is usually evaluated from fluxes measured during
apparently steady operation under rather strong insolation (typically 900-1000 W.m-2 around
midday). The daily COP, COPsol (n) , includes the effects of the everyday start-up and shutdown procedures which are constitutive of solar energy. As the heat dissipated in these
procedures is not available to the end user, this daily COP is more reliable than the former
one. It is usually evaluated for clear days, with insolation of the order of 6.5-7 kWhd.m-2. This
implicit choice limits the effects of partial load on performance. The average solar COP,
COPsol , includes all the effects of climatic variations, partial load periods due to temporary
sky coverage, overcast days, stops for maintenance, all phenomena which are constitutive of
solar energy and usually tend to decrease performance. The average solar COP as defined by
equation (1) is thus the most reliable figure for indicating how efficiently the whole unit
converts solar radiation into cold; it is also the most useful for end-users (see section 2.2.1).
However, theoretical analysis of the difference between the daily and average COPs is also
developed in the following.
For the electric consumption, the experimental values recorded at time t, Wel (t ) , are
treated like cold production and insolation: (i) integration over the whole day, (ii) averaging
of the daily values, and (iii) reference to the unit area of collector. As explained above, the
quantity of interest is the specific average electricity consumption [in electric kWh per kWh
cold] which is given by:

 el 

1
N d  Asc  qac

 n  day # n Wel (t ).dt 

(2)

The same procedure is applied for the consumption of water: if Vw (t ) is the recorded
value of water consumed in the whole unit (in l.s-1), then the average specific consumption of
water [in liters per kWh cold] is given by:
cw 

1
N d  Asc  qac

 n  day # n Vw (t ).dt 

(3)

Those three figures of merit, COPsol ,  el , and cw , describe the global performance of
the whole unit. Following this analysis made it possible to compare performance of the six
units, plus a seventh one, despite their differences.

2.2.3 Figures of merit for the sub-systems
Better insight on performance is gained when the respective efficiencies of the two main
sub-systems are known. The two sub-systems are the solar field and the chiller. Herein the
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solar field consists of the field of solar collectors, plus the primary heat-transfer loop and its
circulation pump, plus the buffer tank for storing heat at high temperature (hot storage) when
it exists. The sub-system called chiller consists of the chiller itself, plus the system for
rejecting heat to the ambient air, most often a cooling tower, plus the heat-transfer loop
between these two, plus the buffer tank for storing cold at low temperature (cold storage)
when it exists. The interface between the two sub-systems is the hot heat-exchanger of the
chiller itself. Denoting by Q h (in kW) the heat flux received by the chiller from the solar
field, then the average heat quantity transferred per day and per unit area of the collector field
is:
1

Q h (t ).dt 
(4)


n


#
day
n

N d  Asc
The average collecting efficiency and average chiller-COP are straightforwardly defined as:
qh 

 sf  qh / qsol ,

(5)

COPch  qac / qh

(6)

2.2.4 One-day performance
Most of the time, performance of solar-powered chillers reported in the literature are
evaluated for few individual days only. Are they representative of long-term performance? In
order to address this issue, one day was selected in the operation period of each unit with only
one common constraint: daily insolation was to be close to 6.0 kWhd.m-2. This value was
chosen because it corresponds to a rather bright day while being significantly lower than the
maxima of insolation (typically in the range 7-7.6 kWhd.m-2). It can be expected that
imposing a common daily insolation would cancel the effects of local climate. Indeed, the
climatic statistics are quite different between the five test places. Applying the same
procedure as above for one single day denoted by number m and leads to the following three
figures:

day # m Q ac (t ).dt
COPsol ,1d 
Asc  
q (t ).dt
day # m sol

(7)

day # m Q h (t ).dt
 sf ,1d 
Asc  
q (t ).dt
day # m sol

(8)

day # m Q ac (t ).dt
COPch,1d 
day # m Q h (t ).dt

(9)

These three figures will be compared to the corresponding average values. As Syed et al.
[10] made the same comparison their results are also reported herein.
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3

The solar air-conditioners tested in the project

The six units in test are located in five places in France with various climates, see Fig. 1.
Perpignan (lat. 43°42′N, units Solaclim and Climsol) is very close to the Mediterranean Sea,
when La Rochelle lies on the Atlantic coast (lat. 46°09′N, unit Desic). Both Le Bourget du
Lac (lat. 45°39′N, unit Solera) and Pau (lat. 43°18′N, unit Aquisol) are at low altitude (200250m), the former in the Alps, the latter in the Pyrenees and close to the Atlantic Ocean.
Lastly Saint-Pierre de La Réunion (lat. 21°18′S, unit Rafsol) lies the French tropical island La
Réunion, in the South-West of the Indian Ocean.
One unit (Climsol) is completely experimental, but all the other ones are built-up with
commercial components. Except for one (Desic), which is based on open desiccant cycle, the
units use closed sorption chillers, and can be globally described by the sketch-up of Fig. 2:
flat-plate thermal collectors A (no photovoltaic, no tracking, non-focusing concentration if
any), buffer tank B for hot storage, chiller C, buffer tank D for cold storage and cold
distribution loop E. These components are connected by heat-transfer loops shown and
numbered in Fig. 2. One of the two storages B and D may be optional. Rejection toward the
environment of the heat released by the condenser and absorber may be done via a cooling
tower E or via a ground heat-exchanger F. Most of the units are equipped with only one of
them, while the unit Climsol uses a heat-exchanger naturally cooled by air plus a water-toground heat-exchanger connected in series. Two units, Solaclim and Climsol, use solid
sorption in closed alternate cycle, respectively adsorption and thermochemical reaction. The
three other units (Solera, Rafsol, Aquisol) use liquid sorption with continuous cycle. The
fundamental differences of principle between liquid sorption chillers (Solera, Rafsol,
Aquisol), solid sorption chillers (Solaclim and Climsol) and desiccant-wheel chillers (Desic)
are presented in Fig. 3. With liquid sorption, absorption and desorption (vapor generation)
occur in specific components. With solid sorption, they may occur in the same component
when the cycle is 24-hour long.
The main technical characteristics of the six units are gathered in Table 1: solar collectors
(area, type and manufacturer), chiller (type, nominal cooling power and manufacturer), hot
and cold storages (size and material), and means for rejecting heat to the environment.
Relevant additional features which are specific to each unit are given in the following subsections. All the six units are sufficiently instrumented for correctly evaluating the heat fluxes
q sol , Q h and Q ac : pyranometers for incident global insolation on the collectors’ plane, inlet
and outlet temperature probes and flowmeters for heat balances at each of the components
described in Fig. 2, indoor and outdoor temperatures, pressure gauges when necessary,
especially for security. Total electricity consumption of the units in nominal operation is also
monitored. Commercial components, such as some chillers or the solar collectors, were hardly
modified, so that internal data (temperature, pressure, composition) were not available.
3.1

SOLACLIM: solid sorption cycle, by TECSOL and PROMES

In closed cycles with solid adsorption, heating and cooling periods alternate. As the unit
(Sortech ACS 08) has two adsorbers operated out-of-phase, the cold production is almost
continuous. The adsorbent is silicagel, the refrigerant water, and the cycle period is of the
order of 10-15 mn. The chiller operates at pressures below atmospheric.
The Solaclim unit is designed for refreshing the office building of the PROMES
laboratory (cooling in summer, heating in winter). The flat-plate collectors are installed on the
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building roof. The heat they supply can be either stored in a buffer tank or directly transferred
to the chiller. The heat flux released by the adsorption chiller is rejected via a drycooler with
water aspersion also installed on the roof. The solar primary loop (#1 in Fig. 2) is protected
from overheating by drainback procedure (the circuit is emptied when too hot).
The unit is equipped with temperature sensors (Pt1000 class B) and water flow-meters
(mechanical type, class B); the data are recorded every 10 minutes.
3.2

Liquid sorption chillers (LiBr + water)

Liquid sorption chillers are commercialized for decades [26]; their cycle is closed and
continuous. Three units (Solera, Rafsol and Aquisol) use single-effect absorption chillers with
the sorption pair LiBr+H2O. Like Solaclim, they operate at under-atmospheric pressures.
3.2.1 SOLERA, by CEA INES and LOCIE
The Solera unit, located in Le Bourget du Lac (France), is a small-scale unit (4.5kW
cold) designed for refreshing three office rooms (63m2) [27]. The flat- plate solar collectors
(Clipsol TGD-th) are implemented on the building roof, facing South with a tilt angle of 30°,
and arranged in two rows. Here the primary solar loop (#1 in Fig. 2) is split in two parts
separated by a compact brazed-plate heat-exchanger (CIAT). The solar-heat storage is a Solar
CombiSystem (SCS, Clipsol Blocsol-CombiRSD-120, see Table 1) the electronics of which
are used also for controlling the whole unit. The chiller is a Rotartica model 045. Heat is
rejected toward the environment via a ground heat exchanger (22 horizontal probes, 0.75m or
1.1m deep, about 100m long), a system that limits electricity consumption and does not
consume any water. The cold storage delivers cold water to 6 high-efficiency fan-coils Coadis
(CIAT). The monitored data are averaged over two minutes before being recorded.
3.2.2 RAFSOL, by PIMENT
The Rafsol unit is designed for refreshing four classrooms without any backup systems
(hot or cold) under a tropical climate. Thirty-six flat-plate solar collectors are installed on the
building roof. In nominal conditions the absorption chiller receives heat at 90°C, releases heat
at 30°C and produces cold at 11°C. The cooling tower (VXT025, by BAC) is of the open type
(the water circuit denoted as #5 in Fig. 2 is open; the warm water it contains can evaporate,
enhancing thus heat release to outdoor air) and is equipped with a centrifugal fan. The
nominal power rate of heat rejection, 80kW, is obtained with water at 36°C, outdoor air at
30°C and the nominal air flow-rate of 2.5 m3.s-1. In such conditions, the electrical power of
the fan is 2.6kW, to which must be added 1.8kW for the pump circulating water between the
chiller and the cooling tower. Cold is distributed to fan-coils in four classrooms via a
hydraulic circuit. Special care was given to the thermal coupling with the building, so that
non-conventional comfort conditions are obtained: indoor air is maintained at 6°C below the
outdoor temperature [28, 29].
3.2.3 AQUISOL, by LaTEP
This small-scale experimental unit, tested in Pau see Fig. 1, is designed for refreshing two
climatic rooms (15 m2 each) where cooling demand is simulated. Each room is equipped with
a fan-coil. The field of solar collectors consists of 12.4 m2 of evacuated-tube collectors with
low concentration (Tecnisun) plus 4.2 m2 of evacuated-tube collectors without concentration
(Viessmann). Heat transfer from solar absorber to heat transfer fluid is done, either through
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heat-pipes (Tecnisun), or directly (Viessmann). All the collectors are connected in series; they
are installed at the ground level, and oriented South with a tilt angle that can be adjusted from
30 to 60°. The hot water buffer tank directly exchanges fluid with the primary loop and with
the secondary loop connected to the chiller’s generator. The absorption chiller is the Rotartica
model 045.
3.2.4 UC3M, by University Carlos III Madrid
The unit tested in Univ. Carlos III Madrid CSIC is also based on liquid sorption and can
really be compared to the units tested herein, see Table 2. More details can be found in [10,
11]. Their chiller is unfortunately over-sized for the cooling demand (35 kW vs. 3 kW
cooling), which leads to sub-optimal performance.
3.3

DESIC, open sorption cycle by LEPTIAB

In desiccant chillers, humid air is the working fluid [30]. The cycle is open, sorption
occurs in a desiccant rotary wheel. Cooling is obtained by humidification of previously dried
air, these units thus steadily consume liquid water. On the other hand, they handle both
temperature and humidity content of fresh supply air, and indoor air is altogether renewed.
Such units operate at atmospheric pressure. They do not reject heat to the environment but
warm humid air. Therefore such units have no cold storage nor heat rejection system.
The desiccant system Desic tested in La Rochelle is purely experimental and is not
coupled to any real building. The solar collectors are installed on the building’s façade,
oriented South, see Table 1. The air-handling unit itself (manufactured by ProFlute and CIAT)
consists of a silicagel desiccant wheel, a regeneration heat exchanger, a sensible heat
regenerator, two centrifugal evaporative coolers, and two fans. The dimensions are 6.35m
long × 1.52m large × 2.1m high; the weight is of 1500 kg. The nominal air flow-rate is of
3000m3.h-1. Prescribed outdoor air conditions (temperature, humidity) can be simulated by
pre-treatment in an air-handling unit up-hill the desiccant system. The cooling load is
produced by a computer-driven electrical heater that mimics the load of 250 m2 offices. The
offices are numerically simulated with the TRNSYS software with the climate of a hot sunny
summer day in La Rochelle. The details of this simulation (occupancy, consumption of
appliances, conduction coefficient of the walls and windows, transmittance of glazing, etc.)
are given by Bourdoukan et al. [31, 32]; it can be mentioned that the cooling load could be as
high as 7.3kW.
Instrumentation of this unit strongly differs from that on the other units. In addition to
solar radiation, temperatures, pressures, and water flow rates, are also measured humidity
ratio, and air flow rates. Our definition of the cooling capacity of the desiccant unit is based
on thermodynamic considerations: this is the amount of heat removed from the building, i.e.
the enthalpy difference between the air supplied to and the return air removed from the
simulated ‘building’. The electrical power-rate for driving the auxiliaries (fans, rotating
wheels and evaporative coolers) is of 1.25kW.
3.4

CLIMSOL, thermochemical solid sorption by PROMES

Thermochemical systems involve a chemical reaction between a gas and a salt in solid
state [33]. The working pair used in the unit Climsol is ammonia plus barium chloride BaCl2,
with which decomposition can occur around 50–70°C when ammonia vapor condenses at
ambient temperature. Such a low decomposition temperature is the main advantage of that
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pair. The thermodynamic cycle operates discontinuously with the alternation of two phases
over a cycle of 24 hours. During the day, the salt is regenerated by solar heat and ammonia is
condensed; during the night, the heat released by the salt is rejected to the environment while
ammonia evaporates, thus extracting heat at low temperature. As the cooling effect occurs
only at night, a cold storage is required for refrigeration to be delayed until the next day. The
pilot plant is designed for providing 20 kWh cold each day, from which a conference room of
120 m2 can be refreshed.
All the components described in Fig. 2 are present in the unit Climsol, see also Table 1.
The flat plate collectors (Helioakmi ST2000) are tilted at 30° and oriented toward South. The
hot heat-storage is filled with 360kg phase change material (RT80 wax with melting point at
75-80°C manufactured by Rubitherm GmbH) mixed with 20kg expanded natural graphite
(ENG), an additive used for enhancing heat transfer. The thermochemical chiller strongly
differs from liquid sorption ones. It consists of four components: (i) the thermochemical
reactor (500 liters), filled with a reactive composite associating anhydrous BaCl2 (140kg) and
ENG (35kg); (ii) the condenser to which the reactor is connected during the day; (iii) a tank
(100 liters) for storing the liquid ammonia formerly condensed (up to 65kg) before the
ammonia is transferred into the evaporator; (iv) the evaporator to which the reactor is
connected during the night. The heat rejection toward the environment, condensation heat
during the day, heat released by the reactor during the night, is done via a heat-exchanger
cooled by outdoor air (52 m2, no fan) and a ground heat-exchanger (16m2, two meter deep),
connected in series (loops #5 and #6 of Fig. 2). Ammonia evaporation at night produces cold
at temperatures between 0 and 5°C. This cooling capacity is stored, via a loop of chilled water
(#3), into a cold storage filled with 380kg Rubitherm RT5 (phase change material with
melting point at 5°C) mixed with 20kg ENG. During the day, distribution of fresh water (loop
#4) in the fan-coils of the conference room is activated on users’ demand. The water
temperature in loop #4 usually lies around 13-14°C.
The unit is fully instrumented, including level gauges for liquid ammonia in the
condenser tank and in the evaporator. Data are monitored using a data acquisition software
developed in PROMES under Labview®. This software also controls the unit. Circulation in
the primary loop (#1 in Fig. 2) is controlled using data on insolation and temperature of the
heat transfer fluid in various points (solar collectors, reactor and hot storage). The valves
between the reactor and either the condenser or the evaporator are controlled using data on the
liquid levels and pressures in the reactor, evaporator and condenser. More details on this
novel solid/gas sorption solar air-conditioner, its operation, and specific analysis of its
performance are given by Stitou et al. [34].
4

Results and discussion

The experimental values of the figures of merit introduced in section 2 are gathered in
Table 3. The whole set is rich of information, addressing issues rarely addressed in the
literature, such as reasonably expectable performance from the present technologies, aging, or
auxiliary consumptions (electricity and water).
4.1

Average solar COP

Considering all the results globally, the average solar COP is of the order of 0.1, but a
maximum value of 0.2 was reached for two units. Leaving aside the two large values around
0.2 that will be commented further on, the global result can be analyzed in more details.
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First, it can be seen that the values of COPsol lie in a rather narrow range [0.08-0.13].
However, this narrowness results from the combined effects of two large scatters, that on the
collecting efficiency  sf [0.14-0.4], and that on the chiller-COP COPch [0.2-0.7]. Although
some parameters may influence both  sf and COPch in opposite directions (e.g. the maximal
fluid temperature in the hot storage), it can reasonably be inferred that an average collecting
efficiency of 0.3 and an average chiller-COP of 0.6 are both in reach with the technologies
tested in this project. It can then be said that an average solar COP of 0.18 can be obtained
with the current technologies. As a matter of fact, values of 0.19 and 0.20 were actually
measured with two units, at least for one year.
Secondly, performance can be severely downgraded from the first operation year to the
second, as was the case for the Rafsol unit (-30%). The main responsible is the average
collecting efficiency  sf , which dropped dramatically in just one year. Actually, three aging
scenarios were observed in the project; they are presented in the next sub-section. This means
that aging of the solar primary loop remains a complex problem, even for commercial
components of good quality. Oppositely, performances of the chillers were intrinsically fairly
stable in time; the COP of the Climsol chiller was even improved between the first and second
year after a change in the operation procedure. This result shows that adapting the control
procedures of commercial chillers to the features of solar energy could enhance performance.
Thirdly, chillers with continuous cycles are averagely more efficient than those with
discontinuous cycles: COPch of 0.55-0.7 instead of 0.25-0.3 for Solaclim and Climsol. This
experimental result confirms a former numerical comparison of sorption chillers [35]. There
are objective reasons for that difference: in discontinuous cycles, the reactor containing the
active material (in the present cases silicagel or BaCl2+ENG composite) must be heated up to
the operation temperature at each cycle. The heat supplied to inert materials (metallic envelop,
heat exchangers, heat transfer fluid, etc.) does not contribute to the cooling process itself, but
must be anyhow supplied. On the opposite in continuous cycles, once each component has
reached its operation temperature the only heat to be supplied is for the active material (LiBr
solution). In addition, efficient internal heat recovery is easier to implement in continuous
cycles. However, there are other points of view from which discontinuous cycles offer more
advantages than continuous ones.
4.2

Three aging scenarios

4.2.1 For the Solera unit
From the first test year to the second, the needs in air-conditioning in the offices were
strongly reduced because of two phenomena. First, insolation during the second year was
weaker. Moreover, a new building was erected on the South side of the test building; that new
building significantly casts a shadow on the three offices air-conditioned by the unit. Both
effects significantly reduce the cooling demand. With a the lower cooling demand, the heat
withdrawn from the hot storage is significantly reduced, making the measured average
temperature in the solar collectors increase by more than 15K from one year to the next. This
temperature increase significantly reduces the efficiency of the collectors. In this case, aging
means that the solar air-conditioning unit became oversized because of changes in the
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surroundings of the building. In this new configuration, part of the incident solar flux must be
dissipated without producing cold.
4.2.2 For the Rafsol unit
Here again some changes were done between the first and second test years: the flow-rate
in the primary solar loop was reduced by 13% for the sake of experimentation. Obviously, this
change tends to increase the fluid temperature in the collectors, and thus to reduce the
efficiency of the latters. However, the major factor probably lies in total electrical
breakdowns. Indeed as La Réunion is a relatively small island, the electrical network is
limited in size and forcedly autonomous and isolated. It is thus fragile and electricity supply
undergoes complete stops several times a year. When such a failure occurs at daytime,
circulation in the primary loop stops and temperature in the solar collectors rises rapidly. Such
uncontrolled temperature excursions result in overheating, irreversible damages, and finally
reduction in collector efficiency. Corrosion by the salty moisture in the atmosphere of SaintPierre (close to the sea shore, the air is loaded with seawater spray) might also cause
degradation, but the decrease would be more steady along the years.
4.2.3 For the Climsol unit
It is observed here that the solar collectors were significantly damaged from the first to
the second year. It is not clear whether this degradation is due to overheating during
wintertime, when insolation is not negligible while the unit is unused, or to an intrinsically
low quality of the collectors themselves.
It can be concluded from these aging scenarios that protection against overheating is
crucial for maintaining the collectors at high performance at long term.
4.3

Average electricity consumption

The electricity consumptions recorded for each unit are given in Table 3, they range from
0.17 to 0.35 electrical kWh per kWh cooling, except for the Aquisol unit where a problematic
pressure drop has been now identified as accidental. Those figures must be compared to 0.410.42, accepted as seasonal electricity consumption for compression air-conditioning [36, 37].
Solar-powered air-conditioners do consume less electricity than compression ones,
nevertheless their electricity consumption at their current stage of development is not
negligible at all, a point rarely mentioned in the literature. Analysis showed that electricity
consumption is mainly due to the heat rejection loop, via (i) the circulation pump (#5 in
Fig. 2) from the chiller and the cooling tower, and (ii) the fans for forcing convection on the
cooling tower (E in Fig. 2). For instance, these two items are responsible for 60% of the total
electricity consumption of the unit Rafsol. The electricity consumed for circulating the heattransfer fluid in the primary solar loop (#1 in Fig. 2), and by the chiller itself (C in Fig. 2), is
not necessarily negligible but remains less than the former one. Note that for the desiccant
unit Desic, the electricity budget is quite different: there is no cooling tower (warm humid air
is rejected outdoor), but there are instead fans for the supply and return air streams, motors for
rotating the two wheels, and the system for spraying liquid water into the evaporative coolers.
The development of solar-powered air-conditioning would be severely handicapped by
too large an electricity consumption, it is therefore important to analyze more finely the
figures given in Table 3. First, one must be aware that heat-powered chillers reject more heat
than compression-driven ones for a given cooling-load. The reason is simply thermodynamic:
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if Qac is the amount of cold produced by the chiller, then the amount of heat to be rejected to
the environment is Qac  (1  1/ COPch ) , which is the sum of the cold production plus the
power energy. The ratio (1  1/ COPch ) lies around 1.4 for a compression air-conditioner (0.4
kWh electricity for 1 kWh cooling) when it lies between 2.7 ( COPch  0.6 ) and 5
( COPch  0.25 ) for the sorption chillers tested in this study. More heat to be rejected by the
cooling tower means larger heat exchange surface, larger fans in the tower, and stronger
pumps for the heat-rejection loop (#5 in Fig. 2). However, this conclusion is moderated by a
feature which is especially favorable to discontinuous cycles operated on a 24-hour period,
like on the Climsol unit. Indeed, such cycles reject heat in the daytime (condensation) and also
at night-time (cooling of the reactor). Both the longer duration of heat transfer and the cooler
outdoor air at night favor heat-rejection and thus tend to reduce the total electricity
consumption. This basic feature partly explains the relatively low electricity consumption of
the Desic unit. Moreover, part of the heat rejected by the chiller is transferred to the
environment by a water-to-ground heat exchanger, which complements in series the cooling
tower. This arrangement also contributes to the low electricity consumption. On the opposite,
on the Rafsol unit the cooling tower is about 100m away from the chiller. This long distance,
plus the fact that the heat-rejection loop is of the open type, both contribute to the large
electricity consumption.
As a conclusion, with the current technologies one can expect an electricity consumption
of 0.2-0.5 kWh per kWh cold. The design of the cooling tower and rejection loop are of
special importance for reducing that consumption.
4.4

Average consumption of water

In the context of sustainability of energy processes, any kind of footprint, energy or
matter, must be considered. This is why the authors decided to also report on the amount of
water consumed by each unit. This point may be important in the many places where cleanwater supply is limited or non-reliable. The closed sorption cycles (units Solaclim, Solera,
Rafsol, Aquisol and Climsol) do not consume liquid water by their principle, but wet cooling
towers do. This is why the units Solaclim and Rafsol do consume water. Moreover, the open
character of the heat-rejection loop of the unit Rafsol makes this unit consume quite a large
amount of water, which is not beneficial and could be avoided with another design. On the
opposite, the water consumption of the Desic unit is intrinsic: by their principle, desiccant
open cycles produce cold in the two humidifiers, by evaporating sprays of liquid droplets.
4.5

Comparison with performance on one day

The last three lines of Table 3 show the values of solar COP, collecting efficiency and
chiller COP that would have been reported if only one day with given insolation had been
retained for the comparative analysis. The general trend is interesting to note: performance
evaluated on one single day over-estimates seasonal performance by a factor 1.2-1.6 (see
Fig. 4). The group from Madrid also reports similar over-estimation [10].
5

Single-day performance versus seasonal performance

Table 3 shows that single-day performance is over-evaluated compared to seasonal
performance. Is that overestimation due to an uncontrolled bias or to some systematic effect?
The issue is addressed here-under following a theoretical analysis.
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First of all, the last two lines of Table 3 show that the over-estimation is more largely due
to the solar-field efficiency sf than to the chiller-COP COPch. The analysis focuses on that
efficiency; it relies on (i) a theoretical description of the operation of the tested solar units
with three procedures each day, (ii) some assumptions, and (iii) a model two experimentallybased parameters. Are considered the thermal states of the solar field at given moments,
where the thermal state means the temperature field T (r ) , where r is the position in the solar
field, and various heat quantities and heat-fluxes related to those thermal states.
5.1

Theoretical description of the operation

Daily operation of solar solar-powered chiller based on liquid sorption, desiccant cooling,
or solid sorption with short cycles, can globally be described as a succession of three
procedures, which are presented in Fig. 5.
Procedure #1: thermal conditioning of the solar field from sunrise (moment t#1) to the
moment t#2 when the thermal state of the solar field is sufficient for heat to be transferred to
the chiller. During this first procedure, the primary heat-transfer fluid is circulated in the solar
loop but the chiller remains switched-off. The solar flux is then accumulated into the solar
field for making it change from the thermal state it has at sunrise to the thermal state required
for switching-on the chiller, respectively T#1 (r ) and T#2 (r ) . This procedure takes some time
during which dissipation also occurs. As a result, the major part of the incident solar energy
during this procedure is accumulated into the solar field, while the complement is dissipated
toward the atmosphere. The total energy so-involved, Qs#1, is written:
Qs #1 



 (r )  c p (r )  [T# 2 (r )  T#1 (r )]  dv 

solar field

t#2

 Q d (t )  dt

(10)

t#1

Procedure #2: normal operation of the solar field and chiller, from the moment t#2 and as
long as heat can be transferred to the latter, with cold production by the chiller. This
procedure takes end at the last moment before sunset, t#3, when insolation compensates the
thermal dissipation of the solar field. During this procedure, the heat transferred to the chiller
equates at the first order the difference between global insolation and dissipation when
positive. Time integration of the transferred heat-rate is written:

Qs #2 

t#3

  .  Asc .qsol (t )  Q d (t )   dt

(11)

t#2

with d=1 when Asc .qsol (t )  Q d (t ) ; and d=0 otherwise. It will be shown later on that Qs#2
Q (t ).dt in Section 2.2.3.
corresponds to the quantity introduced as

day

h

Procedure #3: after moment t#3 and during the night, the solar field can no longer supply
heat at sufficient temperature to the chiller. Both are switched off, and the temperature field in
the whole unit undergoes thermal relaxation by heat dissipation toward the ambient air. The
corresponding heat will need to be supplied again in the next procedure #1. Fig. 5 graphically
shows that Qs#2 is a non-linear function of total insolation.
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5.2

Assumptions

5.2.1 About heat storage
The three procedures described above do not consider any storage effect, although a hot
storage is implemented on each unit between the solar loop and the chiller. This hot storage is
used for de-correlating heat transfer to the chiller from insolation, and thus smoothing the
fluctuations of the latter. At first sight, the presence of this hot storage should significantly
change the description of the three procedures. However, when thinking in terms of energy
integrated over whole days, and when assuming that the hot storage is perfect (no dissipation)
and balanced (the heat delivered averagely equates the heat stored), then it can be deduced
that the hot storage does not change the total quantity of heat transferred from the solar field
to the chiller. The equations (10) and (11) thus correctly yield the energies involved in the
daily operation.

5.2.2 About thermal state during procedure #2
The next issue is: are the thermal states at moments t#2 and t#3 different from each other?
Does sensible energy contained in the solar field change significantly during procedure #2
compared to the energy Qs#2 given by equation (11)? Is the following inequality satisfied?



 (r )  c p (r )  [T#3 (r )  T#2 (r )]  dv  Qs #2

(12)

solar field

Considering that at both moments t#2 and t#3 the thermal state of the solar field is just
sufficient for usefully transferring heat to the chiller, it is reasonable to assume that both
thermal states are rather close to each other and consequently that the inequality (12) is true.
It can also be assumed that those two thermal states do not significantly change from one
day to another. Indeed, the heat-rate transferred from the solar field to the chiller and the
return temperature of the heat-transfer fluid in the solar loop, either at t#2 or at t#3, are
approximately the same every day, because they are prescribed by operational conditions of
the chiller itself (e.g. nominal inlet temperature and minimal power-rate). Consequently, the
sensible heat involved in the daily fluctuations in the thermal states T#2(r) and T#3(r) is small
compared to Qs#2. In such condition, the heat quantity Qs#2 given by equation (11) represents
the total heat quantity transferred from the solar field to the chiller, Qh.

5.2.3 About thermal relaxation during procedure #3
As shown in the previous section, it can be assumed that the thermal state T#3(r) is
approximately the same every day. In addition, the application of the present solar units is airconditioning; this means that they are used during the part of the year when the outdoor
temperature lies above the comfort conditions. When considering now the time function of the
outdoor temperature during the nights of the air-conditioning season in a given place, some
scatter surely occurs from one day to another, but the magnitude of this scatter can reasonably
be assumed small compared to the magnitude of the difference between the two thermal states
T#3(r) and T#1(r). In other words, the notion of average outdoor conditions can be used for
describing thermal relaxation during procedure #3. Adding now the date-independence of the
thermal state T#3(r), it can be concluded that the thermal state at sunrise, T#1(r), is
approximately the same every day.
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5.3

Presentation of the model

The assumptions above imply that the heat-quantity Qs#1 involved in procedure #1 and
the dissipation rate Q d (t ) involved in procedure #2 are approximately the same every day.
This leads to our model. In order to avoid confusion with the description of the real operation,
this model is presented in terms of daily energy or of power-rate per square meter of solar
collector [kWhd.m-2 or kW.m-2]. By convention the superscript * denotes quantities which are
calculated by the model, when the other ones are experimental.
Procedure #1: After sunrise (moment t#1), the solar flux first provides the solar field with
*
a total heat quantity qs #1 which is the same every day. For each day a moment t#2
is thus
calculated that fulfills the condition:
*
t#2

 qsol (t ).dt  qs #1

(13)

t#1
*
At this moment t#2
, the thermal state of the solar field is expected to be such that heat
can be transferred to the chiller. Procedure #2 can start.
*
*
Procedure #2: From t#2
to t#3
, heat can be supplied to the chiller under the condition

that the solar flux q sol (t ) lies over the average dissipation rate qd . Integration yields an
evaluation of the heat transferred to the chiller that day, qh* :
qh* 

*
t#3

  .  qsol (t )  qd  .dt

; with =1 when qsol (t )  qd ; and =0 otherwise

(14)

t#* 2

*
is the moment of the considered day when the solar flux becomes definitively
where t#3

lower than qd .
This model relies on two parameters: qs #1 and qd , which can be evaluated from the set
of experimental data. Indeed, the experimental moments t#2 and t#3 when procedure #2 begins
and takes end are well-known from experimentalists: t#2 is the moment when the chiller can
be switched-on, t#3 is the moment before sunset when the primary solar loop is switched-off.
For each operation day, qs #1 and qd are evaluated experimentally, the former with the use of
equation (10), the latter from equality with the solar flux at moment t#3. Averaging over the
Nd operation days then yields the two parameters of the model, qs #1 and qd . These two
parameters are specific to each tested unit.
5.4

Study of the difference between single day and seasonal average

Once the parameters qs #1 and qd are determined for a given unit, the integrations (13)
and (14) can be done, first with the insolation data of the selected single day (daily global
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insolation of 6 kWhd.m-2), leading to the quantities qsol ,1d and qh*,1d for this single day,
second with the insolation data of the Nd operation days, leading after averaging to the
seasonal averages qsol and qh* . This analysis has been conducted on two units: Rafsol and
Solera. The working principle of the Climsol unit differs too much from the scenario
considered herein (see [34]) for being correctly represented by this model, and the numbers of
operation days of the units Desic and Aquisol were too low for evidencing any statistical
effect. The so-obtained values of the ratios qh*,1d / qsol ,1d , and qh* / qsol are given in Table 4.
They are larger than the ratios  sf ,1d and  sf respectively, showing that the model does not

completely represent reality. Nevertheless, the figures evidence a non-linear effect: the ratio
qh / qsol is not constant at all, but increases with qsol. This non-linear effect, which is almost
as significant as the linear dependence, explains about half of the over-estimation of  sf ,1d
compared to  sf , and makes it difficult to deduce the seasonal performance from
performance measured on few single days, which are mostly bright days.
This analysis also evidences an important feature, hidden before: the energy involved in
the phase #1 is a significant part of the whole daily insolation, 1.5 kWh.m-2 compared to 6.57. That energy is mainly related to the thermal inertia of the solar field. Reducing that inertia
could also be a good way for improving the global performance of the whole unit.
6

Conclusion

Six solar-powered chillers designed for refreshing buildings, based on four different
technologies, were operated over whole seasons in five different places. Comparison of their
experimental performance (including a seventh unit presented in the literature) shows that the
current state-of-art leads to seasonal solar COP’s around 0.1. However, significantly larger
values (+50% at least) reasonably seem to be in reach, first because they were actually
obtained by some tested units, second because detailed analysis shows that efficiency of
individual components can be improved.
Nevertheless, seasonal electricity consumption is not always negligible (of the order of
0.2-0.25 kWh per kWh cold). This is only half of the seasonal electricity consumption of
usual compression air-conditioners reported in the literature. Auxiliaries related to heat
rejection toward the environment occur to be the main causes of that electricity consumption.
Consumption of liquid water can also become a concern, if ever neglected while the unit is
designed. These two consumptions can be significantly reduced when the issues are addressed
during the design phase. Note that the efficiency of the chiller itself is a key factor with
respect to the rate of heat rejection. With respect to this point, chillers based on solid sorption
cycles may need better performance. As a first conclusion, solar energy can currently be used
for refreshing buildings, but improvements are still required for making this technology fully
attractive in the future.
The difference between performance evaluated on one single day and over a whole
season is also important to point out: single-day performance can be quite significantly overestimated (+30%) compared to seasonal averages, even when the selected single day is far
from being the brightest day of the season. Part of that difference can be theoretically
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interpreted as a non-linear effect related to the thermal inertia of the solar field. It thus can be
also concluded that performance data based on single day operation are poorly reliable. This
is why there is thus a great need for long-term experimentations like those described herein,
complemented with refined analysis of all the energy and mass fluxes.
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Tables
Table 1: Main technical characteristics of the units
Hot
Chiller type
Collectors:
NAME
storage
cooling power
Area – type
(INSTITUTION)
(manufacturer)
(manufacturer)
2
300
l.
SOLACLIM
Silicagel + H2O
25 m
water
(TECSOL,
double glazing
7.5 kW
PROMES)
(Schüco)
(Sortech)
2
400
l.
SOLERA
LiBr + H2O
30 m
water
(CEA INES,
4.5 kW
LOCIE)
(Clipsol)
(Rotartica)
2
1500
l.
RAFSOL
LiBr + H2O
90 m
water
(PIMENT)
double glazing
30 kW
(Schüco)
(EAW)
2
260
l.
AQUISOL
LiBr + H2O
16.6 m
water
(LATEP)
vacuum
4.5 kW
(see text)
(Rotartica)
2
2300
l.
Silicagel
wheel
DESIC
40 m
water
+ humid air,
(LEPTIAB,
vacuum
15 kW
INES)
(Thermomax)
[see text]
2
380
kg
CLIMSOL
BaCl2 + NH3
21.6 m
PCM/ENG
(PROMES)
[see text]
[see
text]
(HelioAkmi)
(promes)
2
2000
l.
UC3M
LiBr + H2O
50 m
water
(CSIC)
35 kW
(Viessmann)
(Yazaki)

Heat
rejection to
environment
Drycooler
(aided by
spray)
Water to
ground HX

Cold
storage

Wet cooling
tower

1000 l.
water

Drycooler

-

-

-

Outdoor HX
+ water to
ground HX
Open wet
coolingtower

400 kg
PCM/ENG
[see text]
-

300 l.
water
300 l.
water

Table 2: Experimental conditions for the six French units and the Spanish one UC3M, with
one line per year of operation [10, 11].
Solaclim Solera Rafsol Aquisol Desic Climsol UC3M
12
6
65
20
Number of operation days
110
130
163
153
120
115
164
69
5.4
4.3
4.9
6.9
5.7
5.4
5.4
Average daily insolation
-2
4.7
6.5
4.8
4.4
[kWhd.m ]
5.4
Ratio of effective operation
88
99
88
[%]
97
87
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Table 3: Performance comparison based on solar COP COPsol , electricity consumption el ,
water consumption cw in [l.kWhcold-1], collector efficiency, and chiller-COP. Data are
reported for whole seasons with one line per year of operation and for one single day with
given insolation. The values from University Carlos III Madrid are given as UC3M [10, 11].
Solaclim Solera
Rafsol
Aquisol
Desic
Climsol
UC3M
0.19
0.13
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.12
0.20
COPsol
0.08
0.07
0.09
0.13
0.11
(0.7)
0.28
0.17
0.23
0.24
0.32
el
0.16
0.29
0.37
0.47
0
4.4
0
0.8
0
8.3
cw
8.1
10.5
0.32
0.22
0.43
0.25
0.29
0.18
0.37
 sf
0.33
0.22
0.14
0.24
0.23
0.61
0.62
0.20
0.34
0.30
0.69
0.56
COPch
0.26
0.33
0.67
0.53
0.48
0.11
0.15
0.23
0.24
0.22
0.12
0.11
COPsol ,1d

 sf ,1d

0.33

0.22

0.39

0.39

-

0.40

0.26

COPch,1d

0.34

0.69

0.60

0.61

-

0.32

0.42

Table 4: Results of the first-order model of the solar field when applied to data of the Solera
and Rafsol units (resp. Le Bourget du Lac and La Réunion): Values of the two adjusted
quantities, and modeled ratios qh/qsol, either for the single day (index 1d) or averaged over the
whole season (with bar over).
qst [kWhd.m-2]
qd [kW.m-2]
qh*,1d / qsol ,1d
qh* / qsol
Solera
Rafsol

1.65
1.31

0.317
0.339

0.37
0.43

0.34
0.39
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Figures

Figure 1: Locations and names of the six solar air-conditioners under test. Five are in
metropolitan France, the sixth one is on the tropical island La Réunion
(shown in the dashed frame).

Figure 2: General principle of a solar-powered air-conditioner. A: solar collectors; B: hot
storage; C: chiller; D: cold storage; E: cooling tower for heat rejection; F: ground heatexchanger. The six heat-transfer loops are 1: primary loop from solar collectors to hot storage;
2: secondary loop from hot storage to chiller; 3: cold loop from chiller to cold storage: 4:
distribution loop from cold storage to cold distribution (e.g. fan-coils); 5: rejection loop from
chiller to cooling tower; 6: rejection loop from chiller to ground heat-exchanger.
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(A)

(B)

(C)
Figure 3: Respective principles of liquid sorption chillers (A), solid sorption chillers (B), and
desiccant-wheel chillers (C). FPTC: flat-plate thermal collector; HS: hot storage; CS: cold
storage; D: desorber (generator); C: condenser; E: evaporator, A: absorber; CT: cooling
tower; AHU: cold distribution circuit; GHE: ground heat exchanger; EC: evaporative cooler;
DW: desiccant wheel; HEW: heat-exchange wheel. Heat can be rejected via a cooling tower,
via a ground heat-exchanger, or via both like for the Climsol unit. For solid sorption, there can
be one absorber/desorber for 24-hour long cycles (unit Climsol), or two for short cycles (unit
Solaclim).
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Figure 4: Comparison of seasonal average and one-day value of solar COP for the six units
described herein and the UC3M unit reported in [10] (symbol ). The solid line shows
equality and the dashed line the ratio 1.33.

Figure 5: Graphical representation of the operation of a solar-powered chiller. Between t#1
and t#2, solar heat is stored into the solar loop for preparing operation (hatched surface); the
chiller is switched-off. Between t#2 and t#3, only the part of insolation lying over the
dissipation rate is transferred to the chiller (grey surface).
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